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Week: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 

Content 
coverage: 
 
Topic 2.2 
Making 
marketing 
decisions 
 

2.2.1 Product 

Learning outcomes: 
 
The design mix: 
● function, aesthetics, 

cost. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The product life cycle: 
● the phases of the 

product life cycle 
● extension strategies. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Exemplar activities: 
 

● Provide groups of students with a large piece of flipchart 
paper with a large design-mix triangle drawn on it. Hand out 
cards detailing different products and ask groups to stick 
them in what they believe is the correct place on the design-
mix triangle. Groups must then justify their choice. 
Alternatively, the products could be shown via PowerPoint and 
groups asked to write each product name into what they 
believe is the correct place on their design-mix triangle. 

 
 
 
 
 
● Provide students with an example or photo of a successful 

product, e.g. Big Mac, Moshi Monsters cards, Pokemon Go, 
etc. Ask them to draw the product life cycle for their chosen  
product. Students should consider the overall length of the 
product’s life cycle and the relative lengths of the stages that 
make up the product life cycle for their given product. 
Students should then explain their product life cycles and 
suggest a possible extension strategy within a mini-
presentation. They could draw their product life cycle on the 
whiteboard as part of their mini-presentation. 

 
● Provide students with a product, e.g. Kettle chips, a chocolate 

Easter egg, Kiwi shoe shine, etc. Ask them to find as many 
ways that their product has been differentiated as possible, 
e.g. by brand, product type, taste, packaging, added 
convenience, etc. This activity has links to Theme 1 and the 
topic of ’added value’. 

 

Exemplar materials and resources: 
 

● One sheet of flipchart paper per group, each 
with a design-mix triangle drawn on it. 

●  
● Cards/PowerPoint slides detailing a range of 

different products, highlighting the difference 
between products that are heavily slanted 
towards one corner, or towards the centre of, 
the design-mix triangle. Some high-value 
products that are cheap to manufacture could 
also be used to reinforce the difference 
between ‘cost’ and ‘price’. 

 
● A collection of products or photos of products 

for which students can draw product life 
cycles. Select products that have either a very 
short product life cycle or very long one. 
Products that have a particularly long or short 
phase or set of phases within the product life 
cycle could also be selected. 

 
 
 
 
● A collection of products for which students can 

identify points of differentiation. 
 
Textbook links:  
● Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Business Student 

Book pp176–181 
● Hodder pp180–182 
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The importance to a 
business of differentiating a 
product/service. 

2 2.2.2 Price Price: 
● pricing strategies 
● Influences on pricing 

strategies: technology, 
competition, market 
segments, product life 
cycle. 

The rest of the marketing mix (including 2.2.1 Product) could be 
taught as one topic in a group project lasting several 
lessons/weeks. 
● Students watch an episode of The Apprentice, e.g. ‘The 

Advertising Challenge’ or ‘Branding a Trainer’. The aim is for 
groups of students to produce a marketing campaign that is 
better than the one they have just watched. 

 
The following breakdown assumes ‘Branding a cereal’ (‘The 
Advertising Challenge’, Season 5, Episode 5) is chosen: 
● Give groups of students a plastic container containing an 

identical, pre-prepared cereal. 
● Students build an entire marketing strategy around that 

cereal. This should include: 

● a market map showing where their cereal brand fits 
into the market compared to its competitors 

● an appropriate price for the box of cereal (students 
should consider rival prices and products on 
www.tesco.com) 

● a logo/cartoon character for their cereal brand, 
together with a jingle/slogan 

● an A3 poster for their cereal brand 

● a 30-second commercial for their cereal brand 

● The Apprentice video – ‘Branding a cereal’ 
(Season 5 Episode 5) or ‘Branding a Trainer’ 
(Season 3 Episode 8). 

● One standardised cereal box per group (a 
Microsoft Publisher template could be 
produced for students to design their box 
covering if identical-sized boxes are used). 

● One plastic container per group, each 
containing an identical mix of cereals 
(containers could be sealed with super glue to 
avoid mess and/or students eating it). 

● Flipchart paper for each group. 
● Internet/computer access for student 

research. 
● Flip cameras/tablets/mobile phones. 
● A large presentation space.  
● Arrange in advance for a member of the SLT 

to come in and watch the finished student 
pitches/marketing campaigns.  

 
Textbook links:  
● Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Business Student 

Book pp182–203 
● Hodder pp184–201 
 

3 2.2.3 Promotion Promotion: 
● appropriate promotion 

strategies for different 
market segments: 
advertising, 
sponsorship, product 
trials, special offers, 
branding 

● the use of technology 
in promotion: targeted 
advertising online, viral 
advertising via social 
media, e-newsletters. 

4 2.2.4 Place 
 

Place: 
● methods of 

distribution: retailers 
and e-tailers (e-
commerce). 
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5 2.2.5 Using the 
marketing mix 
to make 
business 
decisions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Topic 2.2 Test 
and review  

How each element of the 
marketing mix can influence 
other elements. 
 

Using the marketing mix to 
build competitive 
advantage. 
 

How an integrated 
marketing mix can influence 
competitive advantage. 

● a covering for all four sides of the cereal box 

● details of the method of distribution they are going to 
use, e.g. retailers, online etc. 

● Students present their cereal brand and campaign strategy to 
a member of the schools SLT, who decides which group has 
developed the best overall campaign. Students should be able 
to justify their decision making and the actions they have 
taken. A prize could be given to the team that generates the 
best overall campaign. Students should try to make their final 
presentation task as close to that seen towards the end of The 
Apprentice video chosen as possible. 
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6 Topic 2.3 
Making 
operational 
decisions 
 

2.3.1 Business 
operations 
 

The purpose of business 
operations: 
● to produce goods 
● to provide services. 
 

Production processes: 
● different types: job, 

batch, flow 
● the impact of different 

types of production 
processes: keeping 
productivity up and 
costs down and 
allowing for competitive 
prices. 

 

● Provide flash cards to highlight the difference between goods 
and services. 
 

● YouTube videos (see resources column for links) could be 
used to highlight the differences between the different 
methods of production. These videos also serve as discussion 
prompts on the appropriate method of production for each 
scenario, and the pros and cons of each method – note how 
the use of labour diminishes and the productivity rises if the 
three videos are shown in sequential order. 

 
● Provide students with cards detailing the prices of different 

products. The cards could then be turned into a ‘higher or 
lower’ game. The goods with the highest prices could be 
produced using job production and the ones with the lowest 
prices could be produced using flow production. This will help 
reinforce to students that flow production is cheaper 
compared to job production, allowing lower, more competitive 
prices to be charged. 

 
 

● Flash cards highlighting the difference 
between goods and services. 

● Cards detailing the prices of different 
products. 

 
YouTube links:  
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

78CLC0QyY_s (Job production: The 
Glamburger’ video – this can also be used to 
consider added value/branding/USPs/premium 
pricing, etc. from Theme 1.) 

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
mtRT6hjXfWg (Batch production: 
Tomato Ketchup (How it is made) video – This 
is a funny re-dubbed version which you may 
want to watch first before using in class. The 
ketchup is cooked in batches.)  

● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
gZrv81wY8HQ (Flow production: 
Viennetta video (production line shorts) – 
There is exciting rave music to accompany the 
video. You can highlight, using a stopwatch, 
how many Viennettas are coming off the 
production line per second.)  

 
Textbook links:  
● Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Business Student 

Book pp207–211 
● Hodder pp204–209 
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7 2.3.1 Business 
operations 

Impacts of technology on 
production: 
● balancing cost, 

productivity, quality 
and flexibility. 

This activity naturally follow on from the previous activity.  
● Use the YouTube link provided in the resources column to 

highlight how low costs and high productivity may be 
essential for a competitive mass market. 

 

YouTube link: (Making KFC Chicken): 
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

jTdOLSzxH0k 
 
Textbook links:  
● Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Business Student 

Book pp212–214 
● Hodder pp210–211 

7 2.3.2 Working 
with suppliers 

Managing stock: 
● interpretation of bar 

gate stock graphs 
● the use of just in time 

(JIT) stock control. 
 
The role of procurement: 
● relationships with 

suppliers: quality, 
delivery (cost, speed, 
reliability), availability, 
cost, trust 

● the impact of logistics 
and supply decisions 
on: costs, reputation, 
customer satisfaction. 

● Students explore a variety of different bar gate stock graph 
questions from the previous specification, which cover all 
aspects of the interpretation of this type of graph. Example 
questions are provided in the resources column. 
 

● For just in time (JIT), students could be taken to the 
reprographics department at your school. Usually there will be 
stocks of paper etc. Students could interview the 
reprographics team to find out about stock levels and the 
implications of holding more stock etc. They can be given time 
to prepare questions before the visit. 

 
● The previous activities naturally follow on to the role of 

procurement. Students can get an idea about how efficient 
modern logistics are by considering how Amazon Prime works 
to deliver goods so fast. A supporting video clip is provided in 
the resources column. 

● 2016 (June) 5BS03 Question 6 
● 2011 (June) 5BS03 Question 5 
● In advance, book a visit to the reprographics 

department at your school. Brief them on the 
learning concepts you are looking to develop 
on the visit; e.g. paper does not really 
depreciate, cash is tied up, lack of storage 
space, how often deliveries occur, length of 
lead time on deliveries, why the school uses 
that particular supplier, etc.  

 
YouTube link: (Amazon Prime): 
● https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=

3eQAFVetNGI 
 
Textbook links:  
● Pearson Edexcel GCSE (9-1) Business Student 

Book pp214–221 
● Hodder pp212–221 
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Cross- curricular links 

Literacy: ensure good SPaG practice in all written pieces of work and explore various advertising techniques 

Maths: Calculations involving percentages, understand the relationship between given variables and interpreting stock graphs 

ICT: Research advertising techniques online and use ICT to build a market strategy   

Differentiation 

Differentiated seating plan  

PowerPoint slides covering all content 

Short clips to illustrate main themes and to add depth to students’ knowledge 

Use of ‘no hands approach’ 

Starters and plenaries to introduce and consolidate ideas 

Range of revision resources available to students (Revision guides, flashcards, videos and exam-practice questions) 

Paired work and group activities 

 

Support for HA/LA and SEN 

HA: 

Extension activities 

Working more independently  
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Challenge students to answer exam questions with fewer, well-developed reasons 

Work with LA students to consolidate learning and other HAs to challenge 

 

LA: 

One to one teacher support 

Paired and group work 

Responding to written feedback in purple pen 

 


